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Executive Summary
In this report, we (the Lead Project Team) assessed the potential risks of airborne lead in the Puget
Sound Region and provided recommendations for the Agency’s next steps.
The project was initiated by the Compliance Division’s Guide Team to explore and investigate lead
further. The project idea originated from our Agency “radar” that identified recent local news articles
that spurred lead concerns regarding dust from older residential home demolitions and shooting ranges.

The Project Charter
The Project Charter can be found in Appendix A. The project’s purpose was: “to evaluate the potential
role of the agency, and strategies the agency could implement, to reduce lead expose.” The project’s
scope was as follows:
“The expected deliverables are twofold. First, the project team will prepare a data
driven report that provides a comprehensive understanding of lead exposure in the
Agency’s jurisdiction. This report will:










Identify significant sources of lead in the Agency’s four county region (e.g.
houses, gun ranges, industrial sources, etc.) and ways in which the public could
be exposed;
Identify impacts of lead exposure;
Identify Agency’s authority to regulate the most significant sources of lead;
Identify if and how Federal, State, and other local air agencies currently regulate
lead;
Identify future regulatory trends/issues known about lead;
Identify actual and potential disparate impacts of lead exposure;
Provide a range of policy options based on the findings of the report; and
Provide any other germane information.

Upon completion of the report, and feedback from the Guide Team, the project team
will produce the second deliverable: final recommendations on the Agency’s regulatory
approach to lead. The final recommendations will incorporate the use of the Equity
Tool, and the information within the report.”
The project team conducted extensive research and met with the Guide Team on March 16, 2016 to
present initial findings and potential recommendations. The Guide Team indicated its support for the
initial findings and the team then proceeded to prepare this final report.
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Equity Planning Toolkit
The project team conducted a stakeholder analysis (Appendix B) as part of the broader equity planning
process. Based on the results of the analysis, a project team member engaged Sea Mar Community
Health Center staff to inform them about the project team’s work and exchange knowledge about lead
exposure. Due to the conclusions uncovered through the team’s research, engagements with external
stakeholders were limited.

The Project’s overall conclusions
A. No obvious large-scale lead impacts in the Agency’s 4-county. More localized lead impacts
may exist but we couldn’t identify any specific examples.
Overall, we didn’t find evidence of large scale
lead impacts in the Agency’s 4-county region.
Trends at air monitors locally and nationally are
substantially lower than in historical years prior
to the banning of leaded fuels in vehicles.
Throughout, our regulatory monitors have
remained well below the ambient air quality
standard for lead.
We were unable to identify specific small scale
impacts from sources of lead. However, our
research capacity is limited in that we can’t
account for illegal activities that may be
happening from specific known sources or yet to be identified illegal sources of lead emissions (including
dust from the demolition of older homes with
leaded paint).
B. Avgas is the highest source of lead in our
region, but lead levels remain below the
air quality standard.
In our research, we identified the largest source of
lead in the region to be propeller planes that use
leaded fuels (also known as “avgas”). In Puget
Sound, we found that 80% of the lead emissions
are from our smaller, local airports that support
piston engine aircraft.
Recent Ecology air monitoring adjacent to two local runways reaffirmed that even these monitoring
locations are under the air quality standard. As a result, we can generally extend Ecology’s result to
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assume that proximity to the other sources would similarly be below the ambient air quality standards
for lead. We also confirmed that neither we nor EPA have any direct authority to regulate these fuels,
which are only within the FAA’s authority.
C. A large body of regulations already exist to help us curtail lead emissions
We compiled a table (Appendix C) which provides a brief summary of the known regulations, specific
target media (air, water, hazardous waste, etc.), the responsible government agency, and other helpful
notes on how we can use this information. The Agency did not evaluate each of these regulations in
detail. Instead, this is intended to be a resource to determine if there is an existing regulation, if the
Agency has a role in implementing the regulation, or if it is appropriate to refer questions to another
Agency or entity if a concern about lead is raised.
We determined our current regulations regarding fugitive dust would be adequate to mitigate lead from
demolition dust if used in a targeted way. However, we do not recommend nor discourage prioritizing
our work to target these demolition projects specifically, since we had difficulty assessing the frequency
of illegal activity. Compared to all the other sources of lead, we expect the total quantities to be small
from these projects, but we still had difficulty assessing the inherent risks versus all the other sources of
pollution to determine if this should be a priority source for inspectors.
D. Our rules for reporting emissions do not match EPA’s new reporting requirement for lead
In 2015, EPA changed the Air Emissions Reporting Requirements (AERR) for lead to 0.5 tons per year.
Our rule has a requirement of 2 tons per year, and as a result, we may not be meeting the requirement
for certain sources that may be emitting less than 2 tons per year, but above 0.5 tons per year. As you
will see in the recommendations below, we suggest a rule change to address this issue.

Project Recommendations
1. The Agency should change our rule regarding the annual emission reporting requirement to
match the recent changes to EPA’s reporting requirements for lead.
2. Members of the Lead Project Team should provide some training on what we learned for
the inspectors, inspection supervisors, engineers, and other interested parties.
3. The Agency should develop easily accessible resources for staff to reference this work when
questions regarding lead arise (factsheets, list of all lead regulations, contact numbers,
etc…).
4. The Agency should include a portion of the created resources (see recommendation 3) on
the Agency’s website. (Content is still to be determined.)
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Health Effects of Lead
Lead is defined by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency as a Toxic Air Pollutant, also known as
hazardous air pollutants, which are those pollutants that are known or suspected to cause cancer or
other serious health effects, such as reproductive effects or birth defects, or adverse environmental
effects (“Lead Regulations” EPA.gov). Lead exposure can come from occupational and environmental
sources. This includes inhalation of particles from combusted materials containing lead (i.e. smelting,
recycling, lead paint, gasoline) and ingestion of lead-contaminated dust, drinking water containing lead
leached from pipes, and food contaminated by the containers.
Once lead is consumed, the blood stream distributes it to organs. Lead is stored in teeth and bones and
can accumulate into high levels with continuous exposure. Also, elevated levels of lead stored in bones
and teeth can be passed from mother to fetus. Blood lead levels (BLLs) are considered elevated in
adults at levels:


Above 80 µg/dL, serious, permanent health damage may occur (extremely dangerous).



Between 40 and 80 µg/dL, serious health damage may be occurring, even if there are no
symptoms (seriously elevated).



Between 25 and 40 µg/dL, regular exposure is occurring. There is some evidence of potential
physiologic problems (elevated).



Between 10 and 25 µg/dL, lead is building up in the body and some exposure is occurring.

The most vulnerable population demographic is children because they absorb lead at rates 4-5 times
higher than adults. Behaviors found in children, such as hand-mouth tendencies, can increase their risk
of exposure. Other factors that can increase risk of exposure in children include poor housekeeping
habits and poor hygiene. Paint in deteriorating condition, on a friction or impact surface (i.e. floors,
doors, window seals) or on chewable surfaces are defined as hazardous. Lead can also be ingested by
children if they breathe in ambient air that is contaminated with lead.
Since the 1980s, studies have linked blood lead levels (BLLs) > 10 μg/dL in children 1–5 years of age with
decreased IQ and cognition, with demonstrated effects evident at about 2 μg/dL (Jusko et al. 2008). In
2012, the CDC changed the reference for physicians to determine an action plan for parents is when the
lead blood level for children is 5ug/dL or above (“Blood Lead Levels” and “definitions”, CDC.gov). But in
general, no threshold for effects has been demonstrated. Recent data indicate that 30% of children with
elevated blood levels (EBLs) do not have an immediate lead paint hazard. Dust is absorbed more readily
than either paint or soil; house dust levels best predict children’s BLLs (Lanphear et al. 1998c).
Consequently, regulations for lead abatement and remediation have included dust clearance standards
that quantify lead concentrations [Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 1999; U.S.
EPA 2006c] (Brown, et. al., NIH.gov).
Ambient air quality standards draw from studies that link lead in air pollution to the eventual inhalation
and resulting blood lead level. A limited number of epidemiological studies evaluated relationships
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between air lead and blood lead. The range of air-to-blood slope estimates is 4 to 9 ug/dL per 1 ug/m3
in studies of children (“Integrated Science Assessment for Lead”, EPA.gov). Since the last ambient air
quality standard review by EPA, the standard is still set at 0.15 ug/m3.
To get a perspective of potential health impacts from lead in one of our regions of concern, we asked
the Seattle South Park Sea Mar health clinic for data regarding children with high lead levels. The clinic
is located in an area known to have higher lead deposition levels than the rest of Puget Sound (based on
a recent King County Deposition Report (“Lower Duwamish Waterway Source Control…”,
Kingcounty.gov). Their patients do come from areas outside of South Park as well, including much of
South Seattle. In 2007, Sea Mar did a study of about 300 children to monitor lead levels and found “no
significant correlation to our area even with the old buildings and socioeconomic statuses”. They do
note, however, that the study size wasn’t large enough to statistically determine a difference (see
Appendix D).

Significant Outdoor Air Sources of Lead in our Region
Historically, leaded fuels were the main source of lead in ambient air locally and nationally. Figure 1a &
1b below show the large drop in lead levels since the phase out of leaded fuels in the late 1970’s and
early 1980’s.
Figure 1a. National reduction of lead in air nationally due to banning of leaded fuels in gasoline. (EPA 2015)
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Figure 1b. Local reduction of lead in air. (EPA 2015)

According to EPA’s National Emission Inventory, leaded fuels are still the main source of air pollution in
our region. However, the lead is coming from fuels for propeller airplanes that are still dependent on
the additive. Figure 2 below shows over 80% of the region’s lead pollution is coming from the aviation
sector.
Figure 2. Pie chart showing the total emissions of lead in Puget Sound
based on EPA’s 2011 National Emission Inventory. (EPA 2014)

The remaining 20% is coming from
the industrial sector. The single
largest source is from Ardagh Glass
located in the Seattle Duwamish
Valley (10% of the total for Puget
Sound). For the last few years, this
source has reported lead emissions
around 0.5 tons of lead per year.
Our best estimates generally concur
with their reported values.
The remainder of the sources
includes bullet, munitions, and
explosive manufacturing (5%). The
remainder makes up less than 2%
of the total for Puget Sound.

Figure 3 further breaks down the total lead pollution by county. King County has about half of all the
lead pollution (driven mostly by Boeing Field, Ardagh Glass, Renton Municipal Airport, and Auburn
Municipal Airport), followed by Snohomish with 27% (mostly driven by Payne Field, Harvey Airfield, and
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Arlington Municipal Airport). Pierce County and Kitsap County also have airfields driving most of the
lead pollution for these counties as well (Thun Field, Tacoma Narrows, and Bremerton National Airport).
Figure 4 below also shows these sources in the form of a map. Figure 5 below also maps just the nonairport related sources.
Figure 3. Total lead pollution by county (EPA 2011 NEI, 2014)
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Figure 4. Map of main sources of lead. Shows largest contributors are the airfields that support propeller airplanes. The
larger the size of the circle, the more emissions emitted per year.
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Figure 5. Map of sources of lead in our region excluding airports. The larger the size of the circle, the more emissions
emitted per year.
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In Appendix F, we included a series of zoomed in images of the airports with the larger lead emissions
and their respective distance to the closest homes. In a few cases, there are homes as close as 350 feet
away.
Based on Ecology’s monitoring study of Harvey Field and Auburn Muni airports (“2012 Airport Lead
Study”, WA.gov), the other airports are likely below the air quality standard. However, we can’t
definitively determine the impact with all the uncertainty of the meteorology and airplane traffic
patterns from the Ecology study or the other airports identified in this report.
Figure 6. Results of Ecology lead monitoring study at Auburn Muni Airport and Harvey Field
3
indicating levels below the 3-month average NAAQS of 0.15 ug/m .

The appendix also
includes a series of
maps that distributes
that lead emissions by
distance. Another
series includes the
emissions by distance
that are weighted
toward population
densities. The only
areas that seemed
most impacted in our
areas identified as
“Highly Impacted” was
the
Georgetown/South
Park neighborhoods.
Viox, Nonferrous
Metals, and Ardagh
were the closest
sources to the
communities. Figure
below shows the city
zoning and largest
sources in the
Duwamish Valley.
Areas in light yellow
indicate single family residential areas.
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Figure7. Map of the largest sources of lead overlayed with city zoning. Areas in light yellow represent the residential areas.

Figure8 below shows the South Park and Georgetown communities and the map showing distance to
lead emissions. The highest areas are near residential areas is at Nonferrous Metals and Viox. Ardagh
has the largest emissions, but in this simple modeling exercise, Ardagh didn’t show as much impact in
the residential areas. Ardagh does have the largest emissions and this simple modelling method (that
doesn’t use meteorology, stack height, etc.) may be missing potential impacts from this source on the
residential areas.
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Figure 8. Map showing the distance to lead emissions in the South Park and Georgetown “Highly Impacted Communities”
(boundary in white).

We have some evidence of higher lead emissions in the Duwamish Valley, and particularly Georgetown,
versus other areas from the Seattle-King County deposition study (“Lower Duwamish Waterway Source
Control…”, kingcounty.gov). Figure below shows the Georgetown samples versus Beacon Hill which are
higher by orders of magnitude. There is no standard for flux deposition, so it is difficult to know how to
interpret such results, however we know the mechanism of the deposition was via the air in one way or
another. Figure below also shows how the Duwamish sites (represented by the letter “A”) were not
statistically different from each other, but as a group were statistically higher than the other sites across
King County.
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Figure 9. Lead deposition (as flux) in Georgetown versus Beacon Hill.

Figure 10. Lead deposition results showing the Duwamish Valley sites were higher and statistically different from the other
sites across King County.
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We also revisited a prior assessment from 2006 on indoor gun shooting ranges (included in Appendix G).
Using the emission factors and other assumptions included in the analysis, we re-determined that
indoor shooting ranges are not a significant source to the outdoor air.
Overall, the information we can gather is not completely comprehensive of all air pollution in
granular/micro-scale levels. That is, there may be minor sources of lead that are in close proximity to a
household or sensitive population centers (school, nursing home, etc). Unknown risks could include
sources that are illegally releasing emissions without our knowledge. Additionally, there may be new
and upcoming emitting processes that no one has discovered yet.
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Regulations – Current State
An importance consideration in determining where the Agency can be most effective in addressing
concerns about lead is our existing regulatory authority as well as areas we may be preempted from
taking action. It is also important to determine where other agencies may be better equipped to address
a concern and where there may be gaps. To that end, the team conducted a comprehensive evaluation
of existing regulations pertaining to lead at federal, state and local levels (see Current Regulations Table
- Appendix C).
The Agency does have clear authority to address air emissions of lead as follows:


Lead is a criteria pollutant and EPA has established a National Ambient Air Quality Standard for
lead. The standard is based on a rolling 3-month averaged that is not to be exceeded. The
standard was reviewed in 2014, with EPA proposing to retain the existing standard. Unlike the
other criteria pollutants, potential exceedances of the lead are driven by industrial "hot-spots"
and ambient monitoring is near industrial sources with relatively high emissions of lead. The
Puget Sound region does not have any designated lead non-attainment areas, but does have the
obligation to determine if ambient monitoring is required based on air emission inventory data.
Ambient concentrations of lead were evaluated more broadly in a monitoring study conducted
by Ecology, EPA and PSCAA at 6 locations in 2000 and 2001, and concentrations were
determined to be low risk at the monitored location.



New or modified stationary sources1 of lead are reviewed under our new source review
program. (Note: This applies to stationary sources consistent with federal Clean Air Act –
building, structure, facility…not transportation or nonroad engines). This includes the
requirement that adequate control technology is employed on the source. Since lead is
identified as a toxic air pollutant in WAC 173-460-150, lead emissions are evaluated to verify
incremental impacts are below the State’s Acceptable Source Impact Level for lead – if the
Acceptable Source Impact Level is exceeded, a more complete risk analysis would be required.



The Agency also has a regulatory structure in place to evaluate existing stationary sources1 of
toxic air pollutants on a case-by-case basis if there is reason to believe there is an unacceptable
risk from that facility. The ability to evaluate existing sources is unique to PSCAA in Washington
State.



There are numerous EPA rules with technology requirements that apply to sources that emit
lead along with other air pollutants. These include New Source Performance Standards that
apply to new sources (criteria pollutants with co-control of hazardous air pollutants) and
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants that address new and existing sources
of hazardous air pollutants. Source specific regulations that may reduce lead regulate emissions
from iron and steel foundries, electric arc furnace steelmaking facilities, incineration, sludge

1

Stationary sources definition is consistent with federal Clean Air Act – building, structure, facility…not
transportation or nonroad engines
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incinerators, steel manufacturing, Portland cement manufacturing, primary and secondary lead
smelting, glass manufacturing, and boilers/heaters (fuel oil and wood combustion).
Implementation of these regulations is within our routine compliance work. However, Agency
resources could be allotted to training Agency staff to better understand when these regulations
might apply and to verify compliance with specific industries that could present a higher risk.


The Agency requires that best management practices be used to minimize fugitive dust.
Although this regulation is applied consistently throughout our region, and often focused on
construction sources, there is an opportunity to focus Agency efforts..

Page A-6 of this report reviews potential sources of lead emissions in our region and identified small
regional airports as one of our larger sources of airborne lead. This is because leaded aviation gasoline
(avgas) continues to be used to power piston engine aircraft. Lead has been phased out of other
transportation fuels. However, the properties of avgas have been deemed necessary for the safe
operation of these aircraft. Both EPA and FAA have noted concerns about lead emissions from small
aircraft and the FAA is currently supporting research of alternative fuels. EPA is also evaluating the
impact of lead emissions from aircraft using leaded avgas in order to make a determination regarding
whether aircraft lead emissions cause or contribute to air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated
to endanger public health and welfare. A positive endangerment finding is a prerequisite for EPA to
move forward with regulation. Based on this information, there is work being done at the federal level
to address this concern. However, Title II of the Clean Air Act does include a preemption clause
prohibiting states from adopting independent aircraft emission standards. FAA is solely responsible for
regulation of aviation fuels. (Section 231). Therefore, the potential Agency's role in this is minimal, at
best.
Our comprehensive review identified numerous regulations that address lead-based paint, consumer
products, lead in drinking water, lead contaminated sites, lead batteries, worker protection, waste
handling, etc. For each regulation, there is also an agency or department that is responsible for
implementing the requirements. This provides the Agency with an opportunity to work with the
appropriate agency if questions regarding lead are outside of our existing authority. For example, the
State of Washington’s Department of Commerce enforces programs which address lead in renovations
and abatement in residential or child-occupied structures and certifies lead abatement contractors. If
the Agency received questions regarding lead exposure related to demolitions or renovations, we would
evaluate whether this might be addressed as a dust compliant but we could also refer the public to the
Department of Commerce. However, being able to understand the universe of regulations and then
potentially referring the public to another agency requires a better resource for determining if a
regulation might apply and which Agency would be the best to address the concern. The team has
developed the table in Appendix C as a starting point for providing Agency staff with this resource. The
table provides a brief summary of the known regulations, specifies the target media (air, water,
hazardous waste, etc.), notes which Agency developed or implements the rule, and provides some
additional notes and website resources if available.
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The group determined there were some regulatory "gaps" that did not appear to have regulations that
address potential concerns with lead. This included impacts on outdoor shooting ranges on surrounding
communities. There are regulations to protect employees and L&I RCRA requirements that apply at
ranges that are no longer active. EPA has developed guidance for best management practices for active
ranges.
Finally, it is worth highlighting the history of regulatory action, at the federal and state level, aimed at
curbing public exposure to lead. This ranges from US EPA’s 2015 effort to reevaluate air quality criteria
standards for lead, to Washington State’s effort to update administrative codes to better protect
workers against unhealthy exposure to lead in the workplace. (More details on these and other
examples of regulatory action can be found in Appendix E.)

Conclusions & Recommendations:
The project team did find opportunities for the Agency to improve by creating a tool to better inform
Agency staff and the public regarding existing lead regulations. As indicated in prior sections of this
report, there are numerous Agencies that work to regulate lead and protect public health. There is no
one resource that allows staff or citizens to easily make reference to these rules or the delegation of the
rules. We recommend an intuitive and possibly interactive resource that will allow citizens and staff to
navigate these rules easier. This tool should also provide up-to-date information regarding the
delegation of such rules and who to contact if you have questions or concerns. Staff should be trained
to ask questions and better understand the nature of complaints to insure that the citizen is provided
with the appropriate response.
The Project Team’s recommendations:
1.
The Agency should change our rule regarding the annual emission reporting
requirement to match the recent changes to EPA’s reporting requirements for lead.
2.
Members of the Lead Project Team should provide some training on what we learned
for the inspectors, inspection supervisors, engineers, and other interested parties.
3.
The Agency should develop easily accessible resources for staff to reference this work
when questions regarding lead arise (factsheets, list of all lead regulations, contact numbers,
etc…).
4.
The Agency should include a portion of the created resources (see recommendation 3)
on the Agency’s website. (Content is still to be determined.)
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Appendix A – Lead Exposure Project Charter

Lead Exposure
PROJECT CHARTER
Project Lead:

Jessica Landkrohn

Project Members:

Maggie Corbin, Rob Switalski, Erik Saganic

Guide Team Mentor:

Jennifer Dold

Date Approved:

October 16, 2015

I. PROJECT SUMMARY
A. Project Purpose
To evaluate the potential role of the agency, and strategies the agency could implement, to reduce lead
exposure. In doing so, this project will advance agency strategic objective 1.4.
B. Project Scope
Describe the expected deliverables of this project, including how you would measure success and what is
outside the project’s scope.
The expected deliverables are twofold. First, the project team will prepare a data driven report that
provides a comprehensive understanding of lead exposure in the Agency’s jurisdiction. This report will:
 Identify significant sources of lead in the Agency’s four county region (e.g. houses, gun ranges,
industrial sources, etc.) and ways in which the public could be exposed;
 Identify impacts of lead exposure;
 Identify Agency’s authority to regulate the most significant sources of lead;
 Identify if and how Federal, State and other local air agencies currently regulate lead;
 Identify future regulatory trends/issues known about lead;
 Identify actual and potential disparate impacts of lead exposure;
 Provide a range of policy options based on the findings of the report; and
 Provide any other germane information.
Upon completion of the report, and feedback from the Guide Team, the project team will produce the
second deliverable: final recommendations on the Agency’s regulatory approach to lead. The final
recommendations will incorporate the use of the Equity Tool, and the information within the report.

II. PROJECT TEAM
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List project members with details on each individual’s scope of responsibilities.
Role
Name
General Responsibilities
Lead the execution of the project charter. Design
and actively manage the project workplan and its
schedule. Plan, organize and appropriately
Project Lead
Jessica Landkrohn
delegate project team tasks. Actively
communicate project status to appropriate
stakeholders.
Actively support the project lead across all phases
Project Member
Maggie Corbin
of the project life-cycle. Actively engage in the
project planning process. Execute project tasks
and produce deliverables as outlined in the
Project Member
Rob Switalski
project charter.
Liaison between the GT and project team. Provide
strategic, high-level direction to the project team.
GT Mentor
Jennifer Dold
Support the project lead in managing project
schedule. Reinforce the use of the project
management tools.

III. RHYTHM OF BUSINESS
Describe the project communications plan for major and routine communications with project
stakeholders (e.g. project team, Guide Team, Communications).
(TBD by project team)
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Appendix B – Equity Planning Stakeholder Analysis
PSCAA Equity Planning Toolkit

Stakeholder Analysis
Project Title: __Lead Exposure_________________________________
Team Lead/Advocate: ___Jessica Landkrohn, Jennifer Dold, Rick Hess_
Today’s Date: ___November 24, 2015______
Additional One Team Member Names:
____Erik Saganic___________________

_____Rob Switalski______________

____Maggie Corbin_________________

_____Ethan Choi________________

In what county and community/neighborhood is this project taking place? Check all that apply.
4-counties
King
Kitsap
Pierce
Snohomish

Auburn/Algona
Chinatown/International District
South Park/Georgetown
Tukwila/Allentown
Other:

Before you begin this analysis: Check-in with your supervisor and Equity & Community
Engagement Manager or Associate for advice on how to identify potential stakeholders
and assessing their roles.
It is important to manage expectations of stakeholders. By completing this analysis you will gain
clarity on what you want participants to contribute, what they will gain from taking part, and the
extent to which their input can influence decision-making.
Using the following terms, check off the appropriate boxes for each identified stakeholder group.
 Inform: Educate stakeholders about the rationale for the service, project or decision; how
it fits with Agency goals and policies; issues being considered, areas of choice or where
input is needed.
 Collaborate: Gathering and sharing of information, asking for advice, volunteer or paid
partnership to work with the Agency in developing and implementing the service, project
or program. Can also include role as a participant in the service, project or program.
 Shared Decision-Making: Decision-making power, or stakeholder has a formal role in
making final decisions to be acted upon.
If necessary, provide brief additional comments for each stakeholder group noting:
 How the stakeholder group might benefit or be harmed
 What changes they may want, or what they may want unchanged
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 What general expectations they may have in regards to their interaction with PSCAA on
this service, project or program.
A. Public At-Large
Inform

Collaborate

Shared Decision-Making

Public At-Large is global categorization of all persons who reside or work in our jurisdiction, are
constituents, and generally obtain information through the media or Agency communications (e.g. Agency
website, text alerts, email listserv, etc.). Please note additional comments on this stakeholder group here:

Deeper engagement with the PLA may be possible in the future, but engagement at this
(research) stage of the project will be limited, if at all.

B. Racial or Ethnic Groups
Inform

Collaborate

Shared Decision-Making

Use regional or specific community demographic information to determine which specific racial or ethnic
groups may be targeted or impacted. (CAT Tool) If possible, consult with other staff, affinity groups, or
community members to determine if there are ‘hidden’ racial/ethnic groups within your impact area.
Please note additional comments on this stakeholder group here:

See Part C below.

C. Community Based & Non Profit Organizations and Neighborhood Groups
Inform

Collaborate

Shared Decision-Making

Community based organizations and neighborhood groups can include advocacy groups, social service
agencies, neighborhood-based clubs, political organizations, and groups sponsored by county
municipalities (like Seattle’s Neighborhood/District Councils). Some of these organizations provide
services Citywide, while others serve a single population or those located only within their neighborhood.
Are there community based organizations, social service agencies, or neighborhood groups that would
possibly be interested in collaborating with you? Please note additional comments on this stakeholder
group here:

The project team will seek opportunities to collaborate with CBOs & NPOs that work (or
previously worked) on lead related issues, and potentially tap into their past work to collect
relevant health data and solicit their input on our research. Potential partners that may have
more knowledge on sources of lead exposures to racial or ethnic minorities could include Sea
Mar, ICHS, or Casa Latina among others.

D. For-Profit Businesses and Commercial Customers
Inform

Collaborate

Shared Decision-Making

N/A

Would your service, project, or program impact their revenue or customer access? In addition to
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businesses located within your impact area, are there businesses that would possibly be interested in
collaborating with you? How will you find out what their interests/concerns are? Please note additional
comments on this stakeholder group here:
At some point, we could look for information from potential sources of lead (battery manufacturers,
airports, gun ranges, etc) on their current controls or practices, but may not be needed at this point in the
research.

E. Local Elected Officials
Inform

Collaborate

Shared Decision-Making

What is the role of the local Mayor, City Council or their staff? Will this body of work be presented to the
Mayor’s Office of the project area or other local governing body? Please note additional comments on
this stakeholder group here:

The Agency’s Board of Directors will be notified of the project team’s work through the monthly
Executive Director’s report.
F.Other Agency departments, work units, or employee teams
Inform

Collaborate

Shared Decision-Making

Are there other groups that have an interest or could support your efforts? What is their role, and how will
you keep them engaged? Are they providing funding, staff, or making key decisions? Are they
represented on your Primary Team? Can this project align with or impact the work in another department
or work unit? Please note additional comments on this stakeholder group here:

The project team is composed of employees from multiple agency teams, including Inspection,
Engineering, Legal and Air Monitoring & Technical Analysis. In addition, agency teams not
represented in the project team have been made aware of the project.
G. County, State or Other Public Agencies
Inform

Collaborate

Shared Decision-Making

Are there other public agencies involved? What is their role, and how will you keep them engaged? Are
they providing funding, staff, or making key decisions? Will this project align or impact another agency’s
plans, services, projects, or programs? Please note additional comments on this stakeholder group here:

The project team will seek information from the following organizations:
-

WA Labor and Industries
WA Department of Ecology
WA Department of Commerce
Duwamish Valley Source Control Work Group

-

King County Department of Health
EPA
Interagency Resource for Achieving
Cooperation (IRAC)

H. Other
Inform

Collaborate

Shared Decision-Making

N/A

Are there other stakeholder groups not listed? Who are they? Please note additional comments on this
stakeholder group here:
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Review your completed stakeholder list and answer the following questions:
1. What (if any) are the key decisions to be made by stakeholders? If stakeholders are
NOT making any decisions, skip to question #2.
N/A
2. If stakeholder groups are only identified as collaborators (e.g. being asked to provide
input or advice, and not make any decisions), how will their input be used, and what
weight will their input be assigned relative to other information provided to or by Agency
staff on your team?
Input from project collaborators will be primarily used to inform and supplement the
team’s research effort. Depending on the source and quality of information provided,
stakeholder input may make a direct contribution to the team’s research.

3. How will you provide opportunities for stakeholders to become knowledgeable and
consider equity issues in their roles as collaborators or shared-decision makers?
The project team will learn from our stakeholders, so we do not expect to share too
much information on the project and on equity issues. In addition, the project team will
loop back with the stakeholders who provided input to describe how their input was
incorporated into the project team’s decision-making.
However, if in our research, we have conversations with a specific group, and it seems
clear that they are unaware of their own potential lead exposure (employees from private
lead-emitting industry, workers sanding lead-painted walls without protection, etc), we
have an ethical obligation to inform them of their potential risks from lead exposure.
4. Does one stakeholder group carry more influence than another in regards to your project
or program? If so, please explain why.
At this stage in the project, the team cannot weigh which stakeholder would carry more
influence than another. However, the project team does recognize possible bias towards
scientific data (over more anecdotal information). In recognizing this bias, the project
team will equally consider non-scientific data from project collaborators. As we are in a
research stage, we will welcome all information shared with the Agency.
5. How will you ensure under-represented stakeholders have more equitable participation
and influence in your outreach and engagement efforts?
N/A – the project team will not conduct direct engagement with under-represented
stakeholders during the research stage of this project.
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Appendix C – Summary of Regulations Pertaining to Lead
The table below provides a brief summary of the known regulations, specifies the target media (air,
water, hazardous waste, etc.), notes which Agency developed or implements the rule, and provides
some additional notes and website resources if available. The Agency did not evaluate each of these
regulations in detail. Instead, this is intended to be a resource to determine if there is an existing
regulation, if the Agency has a role in implementing the regulation, or if it is appropriate to refer
questions to another Agency or entity if a concern about lead is raised. Much of the information for this
section was obtained from the Washington State Lead Chemical Action Plan which was jointly produced
by Washington State Departments of Ecology and Health, with the assistance of other state agencies
(September 2009, Publication no. 09-07-008). This report goes into more detail on many of these
regulations so is a good resource if additional information is needed. The report is available at
www.ecy.wa.gov/biblio/0907008.html.
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Regulation
National Ambient
Air Quality
Standard

Summary
0.15 ug/m3, 3-month period

Target
Air

What it does
Standard

Who's
Responsible
EPA

Notes/websites
EPA focus on hot-spot monitoring (i.e. smelters)
Lead was evaluated In monitoring study conducted
by Ecology, EPA and PSCAA at 6 locations in 2000
and 2001. Beacon Hill, Georgetown, Lake Samm,
Lake Forest, Maple Leaf, SeaTac; low risk
www.pscleanair.org/library/Documents/PSAirToxic
sEvalFinal.pdf

New Source
Review Rules

·
Reg I,
Article 6
·
WAC 173460
Existing Source
Case-by-Case
Review Rule (Reg
III, Section 2.05)

Review lead as a toxic air
contaminant if Notice of
Construction permit required –
new or modified air
contaminant source
ASIL – 0.0833 ug/m3. SQER 16
lb/yr
Lower numbers for lead
acetate, lead chromate, lead
chromate oxide
Case-by-case review of existing
sources if concern about toxic
air contaminant listed in WAC
173-460-150. If screening
analysis shows exceedance of
ASIL, action required by source.

Air

Technology
Requirements

PSCAA

Applies to stationary sources or other project that
constitutes a new source under the federal Clean
Air Act (building, structure, facility, installation –
not transportation or nonroad engines)

Air

Case-by-case
requirements

PSCAA

Not often used by Agency but tool available intended to be used in cases if there are one or just
a few facilities that may have unacceptable
impacts. If several sources, should consider
regulation for all facilities instead of case-by-case.
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Regulation
EPA
NESHAP/NSPS
40 CFR Part 60
and 63

Summary
Boilers/heaters – fuel oil and
wood combustion

Target

What it does

Who's
Responsible

Notes/websites

Air

Technology
Requirements

PSCAA

Within our routine compliance work

Iron and steel foundries
(Meltec, North Star Casteel,
Seacast, Young Corp)
Electric Arc Furnace
Steelmaking facilities (Nucor)
Incineration
Sludge Incinerators – Edmonds,
Lynnwood
Steel Manufacturing
Portland Cement Mfg (Ash
Grove)
Primary lead smelting (none)
Secondary lead smelting (none)
Glass manufacturing (Ardagh)

General Fugitive
Dust RulesReg I,
Section 9.15
Residential LeadBased Paint
Hazard
Reduction Act

BMP for fugitive dust

Air

Standard

PSCAA

Focus on construction but could potentially target
areas of concern?

Federal funding to implement
controls, conduct risk
assessments, or perform lead
abatement services

Paint

Grants

HUD

Overarching regulatory authority

42 USC 4851
(Title X)

Public disclosure for sales and
leases

Public Education

HUD

EPA and HUD jointly published regulations (40 CFR
745 and 24 CFR 35) addressing, among other
activities, notification, abatement and inspection of
lead-based paint hazards

Worker Safety

Worker Safety

EPA
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Regulation
Lead-Based Paint
Exposure
Reduction Act
15 USC 2681

Lead-based
poisoning
prevention is
certain
residential
structures
40 CFR 745
Residential LeadBased Poisoning
Prevention in
Residential
Structures
24 CFR 35

Summary

Target

Requires EPA to promulgate
Paint
regulations to address
accreditation of lead training
programs, required content of
training programs, standards
for lead-paint hazards, issuance
of lead hazard info pamphlet,
adoption of authorized state
programs, lab standards
defines lead-based paint
Paint
hazards, required training,
standards for accreditation
program, notification
requirements for renovation,
procedures for approving state
and tribal training and
accreditation
Required disclosure notification Paint
and lead pamphlet materials,
intervention procedures,
intervention blood levels for
children, intervention
procedures, inspection
requirement, abatement
measures, prohibit certain
paint removal, safe work
practice standards

What it does
Accreditation

Who's
Responsible
EPA

Notes/websites
Overarching regulatory authority
Amended Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)

Standards
Public Education
Standard
Accreditation
Public Education
State Program
Approvals

EPA

Promulgated under authority of 42 U.S.C. 4851 and
15 U.S.C 2681 above

Standard
Accreditation
Public Education

HUD

Promulgated under authority of 42 U.S.C. 4851 and
15 U.S.C 2681 above
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Regulation
Federal
Hazardous
Substances Act
15 USC 12611278

Ban of Leadcontaining paint
and certain
consumer
products bearing
lead-containing
paint16 CFR 1303
Clean Air Act
Clean Water Act
33 USC 1251

Safe Drinking
Water Act
42 USC 300f
Lead
Contamination
Control Act
42 USC 247b-1,
300j-21 to 300j26

Summary

Target

Grants CPSC authority to
promulgate regulations to
protect consumers from
products containing hazardous
substances; Lead is one of
many hazardous substances

Consumer
products
and art
materials

Consumer
Protection

CPSC

Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC);
Regulation 16 CFR 1500-1512, CPSC incorporates
lead-based paint restriction (16 CFR 1303) and bans
the intro into commerce of candles with metal core
wicks with >0.06% lead

Paint

Standards

CPSC

Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC)

Authority for clean air
programs

Air

Standards

EPA

See top of chart for specific requirements that are
more closely related to lead

Authority for programs to
prevent or control water
pollution; lead and lead
compounds listed as priority
pollutants
Authority to establish safe
quality standards for drinking
water
Reducing lead levels in school
drinking water

Water

Standards

EPA

Broad authority - not just lead

Drinking
Water

Standards

EPA

Broad authority - not just lead

Drinking
Water

Standards

EPA

Amendment to safe drinking water act above

Requires labeling of products
Implemented in 1978 restrictions on lead in paint and
consumer products.
Strengthening amendment in
2008, 2009, 2011

What it does
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Who's
Responsible

Notes/websites

Regulation
Lead and Copper
Rule
40 CFR part 141
CERCLA
42 USC Part 103

Summary

Target

What it does

Who's
Responsible

Notes/websites

Reduce lead in drinking water

Drinking
Water

Standards

EPA

Primary federal authority to
regulate historic hazardous
waste sites
Amended and reauthorized
CERCLA

Hazardous
Waste

Standards

EPA

Broad authority - not just lead

Hazardous
Waste

Standards

EPA

If site assessment being conducted, needs to
comply with applicable or relevant and appropriate
requirements - Agency could participate in this
process - fugitive dust, soil vapor extraction,
groundwater cleanup; Addresses lots of
contaminants - not just lead

Emergency
Planning and
Community
Right-to-know
Act
Sara Title III
42 USC Part 116
RCRA
42 USC 6901

Annual hazardous chemical
inventory and toxics release
inventory

Informatio Emissions
n
Inventory

EPA

Broad - not just lead

Authority to regulate solid
waste, hazardous waste and
underground storage tanks

Hazardous
Waste

Standards

EPA

Broad - not just lead

Spent Lead
Batteries Being
Reclaimed
40 CFR 266
Mercurycontaining and
rechargeable
Battery
Management Act
42 USC 14301

Spent lead-acid batteries
handled as hazardous waste or
a universal waste

Hazardous
Waste

Handling
Requirements

EPA

Under authority of RCRA above

Regulates rechargeable
batteries by promoting
collection and recycling

Hazardous
Waste

Handling
Requirements

EPA

N/A

Superfund
42 USC 9601
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Regulation

Summary

Target

Lead in General
Industry29 CFR
1910.1025

Protects employees exposed to
lead in course of daily work
activities

Worker
Exposure

Lead in
Construction
29 CFR 1926.62

Protects workers exposed to
lead in construction industry

Worker
Exposure

Medicaid
42 USC 1396d

Requires lead screening for
children at 12 and 24 months

Health

Toxic Substances
Control Act
15 USC 2601
Pollution
Prevention Act
42 USC Part 133

TSCA give authority to regulate
new and existing substances,
including lead
Promotes prevention of
reduction of pollution at its
source

Biosolids
40 CFR 503

Authorizes EPA to allocate
grants to states
Promulgated under Clean
Water Act - limits on biosolids
when applied to land,
subjected to surface disposal,
and incinerated

What it does

Who's
Responsible

Notes/websites

Requires
employers to
reduce exposure
to employees
Requires
employers to
reduce exposure
to employees
Health screening
evaluation

OSHA

N/A

OSHA

N/A

Health &
Human
Services

N/A

Waste

Standards

EPA

Broad - not just lead

Multimedia

Guidance and
Funding

EPA

Broad - not just lead

Multimedia

Standards

EPA

Broad - not just lead
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Regulation

Summary

Target

What it does

Who's
Responsible

Notes/websites

Federal
Insecticide,
Fungicide,
Rodenticide Act
(FIFRA)
7 USC 136;
Zinc Fertilizers
40 CFR 261, 266,
268 and 271
Cathode Ray
Tube Rule
40 CFR Parts 9,
260, 261
Lead shot ban
50 CFR Part 20

Regulation of lead-containing
pesticides

Pesticides

Standards

EPA

Broad - not just lead

Disposal of CRTs

Waste

Standards

EPA

Includes lead

Banned use of lead shot when
hunting waterfowl and coots

Shot

Prohibition

Fish &
Wildlife

N/A

Bottle Water
21 CFR 165.110

Safe standards for bottled
drinking water

Drinking
Water

Standards

FDA

Broad - not just lead

Federal Food,
Drug, Cosmetics
Act
21 USC 301
Transfers of
residential
property64.06
RCW
Packages
containing
metals
70.95G RCW

Safe standards in various
products

Consumer
Protection

Standards

FDA

Broad - not just lead

Requires sellers of residential
real property to disclose known
substances of environmental
concern
Intentional addition of lead,
cadmium, chromium and
mercury to packaging is
prohibited and limits on
incidental

Consumer
Protection

Public Disclosure

State

Federal law requires that before being obligated
under a contract to buy or rent housing built prior
to 1978 – disclosure about lead-based paint

Waste

Standards

State

N/A
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Regulation
Electronics
Products
Recycling
Program
WAC 173-900
Vehicle Battery
Recycling
WAC 173-331
Special
requirements for
reclaiming spent
lead acid battery
wastes
WAC 173-303520
Accreditation of
lead-based paint
training
programs and
certification of
firms and
individualsWAC
365-230

Summary

Target

What it does

Who's
Responsible

Notes/websites

Regulations to implement
recycling program under
70.95G above

Waste

Standards

Ecology

Register with Ecology, label products, etc.

Batteries must be properly
disposed of. Chapter 70.95.640
establishes retail core charge of
no less than $5.
Implements 70.105 and
70.105D RCW

batteries

Disposal handling

Ecology

Washington State regulations require a more
restrictive lead-acid battery recycling program.

batteries

Disposal handling

Ecology

Defined as dangerous waste, but exempt from rules
if reclaimed or recycled.

paint

Standards and
work practices

Washington
State Dept.
of
Commerce

EPA administers in some states but Washington has
its own program which mirrors – Administered by
Washington State Dept. of
Commercewww.commerce.wa.gov/Programs/service
s/Paint/Pages/default.aspxRenovation, Repair and
Painting program – regulates certification,
accreditation, enforcement and compliance for firms
and individuals to use lead-safe work practices on pre1978 homes and child-occupied facilities; regulations
apply to training and certification requirements for
individuals and firmsCommerce regulates activities
such as lead-paint abatement, inspection, paint risk
assessment.Grant available for low-income families –
contact for City of Tacoma; Kerry Jenkins or Shannon
Johnson

dangerous waste rules – special
requirements for reclaiming
spent lead battery wastes
WAC 173-331-vehicle battery
recycling.
Under authority of 70.103
RCWEPA rules apply – require
individuals and forms who
perform abatement projects in
pre-1978 target housing to be
certified and follow specific
work practices - residential or
child-occupied structures; –
lead abatement accreditation
requirements and work
practice standards Painting and
remodeling – generally not
covered
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Regulation

Public water
supplies
WAC 246-290
State water
discharge permit
program
WC 173-216

Fertilizers
WAC 16-200

Chemical Rightto-know
Reporting
WAC 118-40

Special
Incinerator Ash
Management173
-306 WAC
Water quality
standards for
groundwater
WAC 173-200

Summary

Target

What it does

Who's
Responsible

Notes/websites

state and local health depts
regulate water systems to
ensure safety. DOH monitors
drinking water quality for lead
State permit program to
regulate waste materials from
industrial, commercial and
municipal sources into
groundwater, surface waters
and municipal sewerage
systems
Under authority of 15.54 RCW,
registration application for
commercial fertilizer and
standards
Under authority of RCW
38.52.030, .050 and
43.63A.060; regulations that
ensure compliance with federal
requirements of EPCRA (see
above)
Regulates special incinerator
ash

Drinking
Water

Standards

Dept of
Health

State drinking water action levels align with federal
action levels

Waste
Discharge

Permitting and
standards

Ecology

N/A

fertilizers

Registration and
standards

Dept of
Agriculture

N/A

Consumer
Awarenes
s

Reporting

EPA
Ecology

Many state agencies, including Ecology, responsible
for implementing. Section 313 reports sent to EPA

Waste

Standards

Ecology

Don’t think there are incinerators in our area

Under authority of 90.48 and
90.54 RCW; Protects ground
water

water

Standards

Ecology

Broad - not just lead
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Regulation

Pollution
Prevention Plan
WAC 173-307
Water quality to
surface waters
WAC 173-201A
Biosolids
Management
WAC 173-308

Solid Waste
Handling
Standards
WAC 173-350
Commercial Feed
Rules - Processed
Animal Waste
WAC 16-256
Area-wide soil
contamination
70.140 RCW

Underground
Storage Tank
Regs
WAC 173-360

Summary

Target

What it does

Under authority of 70.95C
RCW; encourage voluntary
efforts to reduce hazardous
wastes
implements 90.48 and 90.54 to
protect water quality of surface
water
Authority of 70.95J and 70.95
RCW, permits be obtained for
application of biosolids to land;
complies with standards in
federal Clean Water Act
Under authority 70.95 RCW,
standards for handling solid
wastes

Hazardous
Waste

Plan

Ecology

Broad - not just lead

Water

Standards and
permitting

Ecology

Broad - not just lead

Sewage
sludge

Standards and
permitting

Ecology

Broad - not just lead

Solid
Waste

Standards and
permitting

Ecology

Broad - not just lead

Under authority of 15.53 and
34.05 RCW, requires labeling
and testing of feed products

animal
waste

Labeling and
testing

Dept of
Agriculture

Broad - not just lead

Evaluates arsenic and lead
contamination in schools and
childcare facilities. If
contaminated, help implement
best management practices
Implements 90.76 RCW underground storage tank
regulations; monitoring and
MTCA cleanup standards apply

Exposure

Grants and
Information

Ecology

Applies only to Western Washington, specifically
areas within Tacoma Smelter Plume

Storage
Tanks

Standards

Ecology

Tanks may contain aviation gas with tetraethyl lead
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Who's
Responsible

Notes/websites

Regulation

Summary

Target

General occupational health
standards promulgated under
authority of 49.17 RCW,
Washington Industrial Safety
and Health Act; exposure
monitoring and medical
surveillance
Under authority of 49.17 RCW,
implement safety standards for
construction workers

Worker
Exposure

Standards

L&I

N/A

Worker
Exposure

Standards

L&I

N/A

Marine, low salinity and
freshwater surface sediment
management standards under
authority of 90.48, 70.105D,
90.70, 90.52, 90.54 and 43.21
RCW
Dangerous Waste Under authority of 70.105 RCW
Regs
and parts of 70.105A, 70.105D
WAC 173-303
and 15.54 RCW. Meet the
requirements of federal RCRA
Model Toxics
70.105D RCW establishes
Control Act framework, this regulation
Cleanup
establishes procedures and
WAC 173-340
standards

Sediment

Standards

Ecology

Broad - not just leadState of Washington regulate
amount of lead permissible in sediments for which
no federal regulations exist

Waste

Handling
requirements

Ecology

toxicity is state-only requirement that is applicable
to lead and lead compounds

Remediati
on

Standard

Ecology

If site assessment being conducted, needs to
comply with applicable or relevant and appropriate
requirements - Agency could participate in this
process - fugitive dust, soil vapor extraction,
groundwater cleanup (currently doing permits for
those, but not often lead - more often gas station
cleanup)

Lead
WAC 296-6207521

Lead
WAC 296-155176
Sediment
Management
StandardsWAC
173-204

What it does
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Who's
Responsible

Notes/websites

Regulation

Summary

Nontoxic shot
requirements
WAC 232-12-068

Authorized by 77.12.047 RCW
to develop regs for use of
nontoxic shot. Illegal to possess
shot that is not specified as
nontoxic shot when hunting
waterfowl, coot or snipe. Area
specific
Agency has reviewed for
possible Notice of Construction

Outdoor
shooting ranges
No regulations?

Target

What it does

Who's
Responsible

Notes/websites

Shot

Prohibition if
nontoxic
alternative

Fish &
Wildlife

N/A

Shot

No regulation

Fish &
Wildlife

Concern about lead in dust and soil; EPA Best
Management Practices
www2.epa.gov/sites/production/files/documents/e
pa_bmp.pdf

L&I RCRA requirements - cradle
to grave system but doesn't
apply to active range
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Appendix D – SeaMar Community Health Center March 2016 (email)
From: Sarah Detzer <SarahDetzer@seamarchc.org>
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2016 1:36 PM
To:
Erik Saganić
Subject:RE: Sea Mar patient lead exposures
Hi Erik,
Sorry to just be getting back. I didn’t forget about this, I just have had a hard time catching the right
people to ask about this. My findings are not of much significance.
I spoke to the lab technicians here at the clinic and they said in general they do not see much evidence
of lead exposure here amongst our patients (who come from outlying areas too, not just South Park).
Also, I spoke to Dr. Van Neil and he confirmed, that all Medicaid pts (which most of ours are) are
required to get checked for lead between 12-24 months, so we do that. There hasn’t been significant
findings. He worked with a group of Americorps volunteers in 2007ish and they surveyed a pool of
approximately 300 pediatric pts. to monitor lead levels and found no significant correlation to our area
even with the old buildings and socioeconomic statuses (he noted that it could also be the size of their
study). In general he said he has some pts. who are concerned and they screen them, but not an
alarming number. He also noted any pt. whose levels are deemed “high” (I can’t remember the number)
Sea Mar is required to report those to the County Health Dept. and they then contact the family to do a
home visit. In one such instance they found the family was using a cooking pot with lead.
I hope this info is helpful. I find all of this very interesting and super important so please let me know if
there’s anything else I can do to help.
Best,
Sarah Detzer | Health Educator
Sea Mar Community Health Centers
Exceptional service. Every person. Every time.
8720 14th Avenue South | Seattle, WA| 98108
T 206.764.8086 | Ext 10586 | F 206.764.8000
Connect with us on

&

The information contained in this email, including any attachments, may be confidential and/or legally
protected. It has been sent for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). If the reader of this message is
not an intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication, or any of its contents, is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please reply to the sender and destroy all
copies of the message. Thank you.
From: Erik Saganić [mailto:ErikS@pscleanair.org]
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2016 2:31 PM
To: Sarah Detzer
Subject: RE: Sea Mar patient lead exposures

Hi again,
After a quick Google Search, I actually found this article (but a bit dated from 2007):
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http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/very-few-children-here-tested-for-lead-poisoning/
But I thought this quote was interesting:

“At Sea Mar Community Health Centers’ clinic in Seattle’s South Park neighborhood, Dr.
Cornelius Van Niel has launched his own study. He plans to screen several hundred youngsters
to see if lead poisoning is more prevalent among his mostly low-income, Hispanic patients.
“Hopefully, that won’t be the case,” he said. “But I’m concerned.”
If you find any information around this study, that would be great!
From: Erik Saganić
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2016 2:28 PM
To: 'sarahdetzer@seamarchc.org'
Subject: Sea Mar patient lead exposures

Hi Sarah,
It was great to chat with you today, and thanks again for looking into the children’s lead exposures in
your represented community clinics.
Just so you have a little more context as you reach out to your network of physicians and others, here’s
a little blurb about what our Agency is looking to do:
The Puget Sound Clean Air Agency is a local government agency that oversees air quality in King, Kitsap,
Pierce, and Snohomish Counties. Every day we work to protect public health, improve neighborhood air
quality, and reduce our region’s contribution to climate change.
We are currently working on a project to look more into lead exposure in our region. A national survey
found that children at highest risk for having an elevated blood lead level are those living in
metropolitan areas and in housing built before 1946, from low-income families, and of African-American
and Hispanic origin. Since lead exposure disproportionately affects children in low-income families living
in older housing, it represents a significant, preventable contributor to social disparities in health,
educational achievement, and overall quality of life.
We are hoping you could provide further insight into potential lead exposure in your patient population
and/or their respective communities. Whether you share “hard-data” or particular patients stories,
we’d love to learn more from all your experiences.
We are still in an exploratory/information gathering phase of the project, and your information can help
guide how we direct or prioritize our efforts around lead pollution in air. Based on your level of interest,
we’re happy to keep you involved as deeply or as little as you like in this work. We can minimally
provide updates on what we learn about lead in the community’s air from our research, but if you like
we can keep you more engaged in the process as a direct partner as well in deciding what to do with the
research.
Also, here’s my contact info below, and thanks again for looking into this for us! Erik
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Appendix E – Recent Lead Regulatory Trends
EPA & WA State
Lead Air Standards (EPA) - History2
In 2015, based on EPA’s review of the air quality criteria for lead (Pb), EPA proposed to retain the
existing 2008 standards without revision. The primary and secondary Pb standards are 0.15 micrograms
per cubic meter Pb in total suspended particles as a 3-month average.
Review of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards for Lead
December 19, 2014 - After carefully reviewing the most recent available scientific evidence, and
consulting with the Agency’s independent science advisors, EPA is proposing to retain, without revision,
the national ambient air quality standards for lead.
Final Federal Reference Method for Lead in Total Suspended Particulate Matter
June 26, 2013 - EPA issued a final rule establishing a new Federal Reference Method for state and local
air monitoring agencies to use as one of the approved methods for measuring lead (Pb) in total
suspended particulate matter (TSP).
Proposed New Federal Reference Method for Lead in Total Suspended Particulate Matter
January 25, 2013 - EPA proposed to establish a new Federal Reference Method for state and local air
monitoring agencies to use as one of the approved methods for measurement of lead in total suspended
particulate matter (TSP).
Final Lead Ambient Air Monitoring Requirements
December 14, 2010 - EPA made final revisions to the ambient monitoring requirements for measuring
lead in the air. These amendments expand the nation's lead monitoring network to better assess
compliance with the 2008 National Ambient Air Quality Standards for lead.
Revisions to Lead Ambient Air Monitoring Requirements Proposed
December 23, 2009 - EPA proposed to revise the ambient monitoring requirements for measuring
airborne lead. These rule amendments would improve the lead monitoring network to better assess
compliance with the revised National Ambient Air Quality Standards established in November 2008.
EPA To Reconsider Portions of Lead Monitoring Requirements
July 22, 2009 - EPA will reconsider certain portions of its ambient air quality monitoring requirements for
lead. Specifically, the agency will review requirements be placed near sources that emit 1 or more tons
of lead each year, along with requirements that monitors be operated in urban areas of 500,000 or
more.

2

Information from the Environmental Protection Agency. For more details go to https://www.epa.gov/lead/.
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Final Revisions to National Air Quality Standards for Lead
November 12, 2008 - EPA has substantially strengthened the national ambient air quality standards for
lead. The revised standards will improve health protection for at-risk groups, especially children. –
National Ambient Air Quality Standard for Lead revised to 0.15 µg/m3 from 1.5 µg/m3 (1978).

EPA Enforcement Actions3
• February 10, 2016: EPA finalized revisions to the Lead-based Paint program to reduce burden and
costs to industry and clarify language for training providers. Read more.
• December 21, 2015: EPA opened a comment period to seek information related to lead test kits and
other field testing options.
• October 27, 2015: EPA Announces 75 Enforcement Actions for Violations of the RRP Rule.
• December 19, 2014: EPA Announces 61 Enforcement Actions for Violations of the RRP Rule.
• April 17, 2014: EPA and DOJ Announce a Settlement Agreement with Lowe's for Violations of the RRP
Rule.
• February 18, 2014: EPA Announces 35 Enforcement Actions for Violations of the RRP Rule.
• May 2, 2013: EPA Announces 17 Enforcement Actions for Violations of the RRP Rule.
• November 14, 2012: EPA Announces 16 Enforcement Actions for Violations of the RRP Rule.
• June 27, 2012: Oregon landlord cited for failing to notify tenants of lead paint hazards.
• May 1, 2012: Companies Fined for Failing to Notify Tenants About Lead Paint at Two Navy Bases in
New England.
• April 5, 2012: EPA Fines Violators of the Lead Renovation, Repair and Painting Rule.
• March 26, 2012: EPA Cites Realty Company for Violating Federal Law on Notice of Lead-based Paint
Hazards in Reading, PA.
• February 23, 2012: EPA Reaches Agreement with Battery Recycling Company, Inc. of Arecibo, Puerto
Rico To Reduce Lead Pollution.

3

Information from the Environmental Protection Agency. For more details go to https://www.epa.gov/lead/.
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In WA State, recent arguments to update the Washington Administrative Code (WAC)
regarding occupational standards for lead were outlined in a September 4, 2013 Public Health letter to
Gov. Inslee (see below).






Requesting a reevaluation of the BLL for the workplace.
CA Dept of Public Health working with Cal/OSHA to revise General Industry Lead Standard and Lead
Construction Standard.
WA Dept of Ecology 2009 WA State Lead Chemical Action Plan suggested updating standards by
adopting recommendations put forward in the 2007 Association of Occupational and Environmental
Clinics.
Healthy People 2010 (Dept of Health and Human Services. 2010.) & CDC Healthy People 2020
national health goal to eliminate BLLs > 10 μg / dL.
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Appendix F – Supporting files to identifying lead sources
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6000 people live over the 100 tons Pb/distance in feet.
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Appendix G – Assessment on indoor shooting ranges (2006)
NOC Applicability Determination Worksheet

General for Indoor Shooting Ranges
Emission unit description:

An indoor shooting range is a totally enclosed facility designed to offer a totally controlled
shooting environment that includes impenetrable walls, floor and ceiling, adequate ventilation
and lighting systems, and acoustical treatment for sound attenuation suitable for the range's
approved use.
What are the amount and nature of emissions and do they have the potential to contribute to air
pollution (toxicity, odor, concentration, duration, emission factors, and references)?

AP-42 Section 13.3 considers emissions of air pollutants from discharge of explosives and small
arms. According to AP-42, there are two main sources of emissions from the discharge of
firearms: the gases generated from the combustion of the gunpowder, and lead emissions from
the bullet:


Combustion of a ton of smokeless powder will result in the emission of 77 pounds of carbon
monoxide, a non-detectible amount of nitrogen dioxide, 1.1 pound of methane, and 21
pounds of hydrogen sulfide. Other compounds are undoubtedly emitted, but the amounts
were too small to be reported in AP-42.



Shooting a ton of lead bullets will result in the emission of approximately 1.2 pound of lead.
Copper jacketed bullets emit less lead when fired.

An effort was made to calculate the number of rounds that might be fired in order to reach a de
minimis value listed in WAC 173-400-110. It should be noted that there are several unknown
variables in this calculation. A typical police load was assumed as the “round” in this
calculation, a .40 caliber Smith & Wesson (.40 S&W), using a 155 grain jacketed bullet,
propelled by 10 grains of powder. Any round or combination of rounds could be used (a .375
Holland & Holland, using a 300 grain spitzer boattail bullet, propelled by 76 grains of powder
comes to mind), but the typical police load will probably be a representative average for both
bullet weight and powder charge. The lead emission estimate is probably higher than what will
really be emitted, as most ammunition (other than .22 rimfire) uses copper-jacketed bullets.
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Table 1 Emission estimate for shooting .40 S&W with 155 gr. bullet and 10 gr. powder (uncontrolled)

Emission
Calculation
Smokeless Powder

Pollutant
CO
NO2
Methane
H2S
Lead

Factor,
lb/ton
77
Non-detect.
1.1
21
1.2

lb/round

rounds/yr

lb/yr

g/sec

5.50E-05

De minimis,
lb/yr
10,000

1.82E+08

7.86E-07
1.50E-05
8.57E-07

10

1.17E+07

642
≈0
9
175
10

9.23E-03
0.00E+00
1.32E-04
2.52E-03
1.44E-04

Lead appears to be the limiting pollutant, with 11.7 million rounds of ammunition fired to
produce 10.0 pounds of lead emissions. That would be 1,330 rounds per hour, for 8,760 hours
per year to generate 10.0 pounds of lead emissions per year.
The following is a modeling run using TSCREEN. Generic input values were used, based on an
indoor shooting range about the size of Wade’s Eastside Guns, located in Bellevue, Washington.
Indoor-range
SIMPLE TERRAIN INPUTS:
SOURCE TYPE
=
EMISSION RATE (G/S)
=
STACK HEIGHT (M)
=
STK INSIDE DIAM (M)
=
STK EXIT VELOCITY (M/S)=
STK GAS EXIT TEMP (K) =
AMBIENT AIR TEMP (K)
=
RECEPTOR HEIGHT (M)
=
URBAN/RURAL OPTION
=
BUILDING HEIGHT (M)
=
MIN HORIZ BLDG DIM (M) =
MAX HORIZ BLDG DIM (M) =

POINT
1.00000
10.0000
1.6900
25.4000
300.0000
293.0000
.0000
URBAN
8.0000
38.0000
38.0000

***************************************
*** SUMMARY OF SCREEN MODEL RESULTS ***
***************************************
CALCULATION
PROCEDURE
-------------SIMPLE TERRAIN

MAX CONC
(UG/M**3)
----------142.4

DIST TO
MAX (M)
------40.

TERRAIN
HT (M)
------0.

Modeling results show a maximum of 142.4 micrograms per cubic meter on an hourly average,
at a distance of 40 meters from the stack when the emission rate is 1.00 gram per second (unit
value of 1.0 g/sec is used to model impacts, then “real” impacts are found by multiplying “unit”
impact by the actual emission rates). The 142.4 µg/m3 on an hourly average is equivalent to
56.96 µg/m3 on a 24-hour average.
Hydrogen sulfide and lead are the two main toxic air contaminants emitted by discharge of
firearms. Hydrogen sulfide emissions of 0.00252 g/sec will result in an impact of 0.0010 µg/m3
on a 24-hour average, which is 0.11 percent of the acceptable source impact level listed in Puget
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Sound Clean Air Agency Regulation III. Lead emissions of 0.000144 g/sec will result in an
impact of 0.000058 µg/m3 on a 24-hour average, which is 0.01 percent of the acceptable source
impact level listed in Puget Sound Clean Air Agency Regulation III.
The emissions calculations above are based on an indoor firing range, operating at the maximum
rate that would produce emissions just under the de minimis values listed in WAC 173-400-110,
thereby exempting the range from the requirement to undergo new source review. This emission
rate does not take into account any filters or other control equipment that would be installed on
the exhaust stack.
Does another agency effectively regulate the air emissions (e.g., county health dept., State Dept. of
Agriculture or Ecology)?

Indoor and outdoor shooting ranges intended for civilian use receive a lot of public scrutiny,
especially during permitting actions. The National Rifle Association produces a Range Manual
which includes specifications for ventilation and filtration of emissions from indoor ranges.
Many city, county, and state governments require new and modified ranges to be constructed in
accordance with the NRA Range Manual.
Military indoor ranges are constructed and operated in accordance with requirements and
specifications contained in documents such as NEHC–TM6290.99-10 Rev.1, INDOOR FIRING
RANGES INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE TECHNICAL GUIDE, published by the Navy
Environmental Health Center. This manual contains ventilation requirements but does not have
emission control requirements, stating only that “Filtration of the exhausted air may be required
by local requirements.” It appears that filtration of exhausted air from indoor shooting ranges is
not mandatory at military ranges, unless required by local requirements.
The National Association of Shooting Ranges recommends filtration of exhausted air in the
document, “LEAD AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS”:
“All air being exhausted from the range should be passed through a High Efficiency Particulate Filter
(HEPA) or equivalent to insure that state or federal regulations for airborne lead are not violated.
Accessibility to duct work and fans should become part of the overall design and intake and exhaust
velocities should be monitored periodically. Additionally, the ventilation system should be in operation at
all times while the range is in use and during cleanup.”

Is it likely that we would require controls on the source, and if so, what type?
If we were going to require a permit from an indoor shooting range, we would require HEPA filters for
removal of lead and other particulate matter at the exhaust point on the roof. We would probably
include some sort of periodic maintenance requirements. Our requirements may be nearly identical to
pertinent sections of the NRA Range Manual.
Would review result in value added (such as lower emissions, less air quality impacts or clearer
understanding of the requirements)?

New source review of new indoor shooting ranges by the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency may
result in lower emissions because some military ranges my elect to not install exhaust filters if
they are not required.
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Lower emissions would result in less air quality impacts (but uncontrolled impacts due to lead
emissions are 1/100 of 1% of the state acceptable source impact level.
There would be a clearer understanding of requirements, because there would be no question as
to whether a HEPA filter would be required.
Are the other ways of regulating this class of equipment more effectively? (for example, we regulate
woodstoves, watering trucks and some coatings without an NOC process.)
No. If we do not require notices of construction from these sources, most new indoor ranges will still be
installed with state-of-the-art HEPA filtration equipment. Usually the filtration equipment will be
installed because the shooting range operator is doing everything possible to minimize permitting
problems and to proactively address public concern.
How long will the source operate at the location?
Indefinitely.
Is the source unique or does it represent a large class of equipment that we should regulate?
Indoor shooting ranges are not unique, but they are relatively uncommon.
How do other air pollution control agencies handle this type of equipment (Ecology, South Coast, and
references)?

Ecology would not go out of their way to review new or modified indoor shooting ranges,
especially if they were already going to install a HEPA filter. NWAPA would not require an
indoor range to apply for a permit.
Recommendation:

In view of the very low emissions, and minimal, if any, increase in environmental protection if
we were to permit indoor shooting ranges, I recommend that new or modified indoor shooting
ranges be exempt per Section 6.03(b)(10).

Engineer: Alan T. Butler

Date: 11/03/03

Inspector:

Date:

Senior Engineer

Date:

C:\Documents and Settings\AlanB\Desktop\Atb's CFRs\Shooting Ranges\Shooting Ranges.doc
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